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Activities since IETF 115 on CMP Algorithms

Changes since IETF 115:

- Draft is approved by IESG for publication and waiting in RFC Editor queue for approval of draft-ietf-ace-cmpv2-coap-transport.

ToDos in AUTH48:
- One typo should be fixed before publication.
Activities since IETF 115 on CMP Updates

Changes since IETF 115:
- 

Draft is approved by IESG for publication and waiting in RFC Editor queue for approval of draft-ietf-ace-cmpv2-coap-transport.

ToDos in AUTH48:
- Before publication a note to Section 1 may be added on rfc4210bis and rfc6712bis activity.
- While drafting rfc4210bis it was identified that a change specified on Appendix C should be corrected before publication, if possible, see next slide.
Activities since IETF 115 on Lightweight CMP Profile

Changes since IETF 115:
• Addressed final comments from IESG review checking usage of key word "SHOULD" and changing it to "MUST", "MAY", or "should" where needed or adding an explanation how interoperability may be affected.

Draft is approved by IESG for publication and waiting in RFC Editor queue for approval of draft-ietf-ace-cmpv2-coap-transport.
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